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within a new model of language acquisition this book discusses verb second v2 word order in situations where there is variation in the input

while traditional generative accounts consider v2 to be a parameter this study shows that in many languages this word order is dependent on

fine distinctions in syntax and information structure thus within a split cp model of clause structure a number of micro cues are formulated

taking into account the specific context for v2 vs non v2 clause type subcategory of the elements involved etc the micro cues are produced in

children s i language grammars on exposure to the relevant input focusing on a dialect of norwegian the book shows that children generally

produce target consistent v2 and non v2 from early on indicating that they are sensitive to the micro cues this includes contexts where word

order is dependent on information structure the children s occasional non target consistent behavior is accounted for by economy principles in

1948 william w remington was one of the bright young men in the truman administration he was tall and handsome a product of dartmouth and

columbia from 1940 on he had risen through government ranks serving on wartime boards the president s council of economic advisors and

eventually as a major official in the department of commerce with a promising future ahead by 1954 however remington was dead

assassinated in his cell by a team of inmates in a high security federal prison in un american activities historian gary may tells the fascinating

story of william remington a story of intrigue injustice government corruption and anti communist hysteria may labored for eight years in

reconstructing remington s case searching through fbi files government documents and waging an epic battle against then u s attorney rudy

guiliani to become the first historian to obtain access to grand jury records the result is a brilliant account of one man s tragic odyssey and a

government run amok remington s future collapsed in 1948 when he was charged with being a communist and a soviet spy the accuser was

elizabeth bentley an admitted ex communist herself and a former courier for soviet spymasters remington s life fell into a whirlpool as he

fought government improprieties illegalities and the assumption he was guilty cleared by government loyalty boards he was indicted by a
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grand jury whose foreman was secretly helping elizabeth bentley prepare her memoirs remington suffered through two trials for perjury and

the chief witness against him was his own embittered ex wife he was convicted and sentenced to the federal penitentiary at lewisburg

pennsylvania where his reputation as a communist preceded him but may s account also offers fascinating insight into the depth of soviet

penetration into wartime america as he follows remington s life from the radical circles at dartmouth and the tennessee valley authority in the

1930s through his washington career he finds that remington may well have been guilty of the charges against him gary may is one of the

leading historians writing about postwar america his first book china scapegoat won the allan nevins prize and was hailed as as well as a

novel as powerful as a good film by the the los angeles times here he brings his analytical and narrative skills to bear on one of the forgotten

stories of the mccarthy era uncovering a gripping tale of espionage corruption and personal tragedy the years 1955 59 were a vital transitional

period for the anglo american relationship in the middle east british and american leaders sought to protect cold war and oil interests in the

region against the background of a renaissance of arab nationalism personified by the egyptian leader nasser with the aid of extensive

declassified official documentation this study traces the british and american responses to the turco iraqi pact of 1955 the suez crisis the

syrian crisis of 1957 the outbreak of civil strife in lebanon and the iraqi revolution of 1958 it shows how the differing priorities of the two

powers in the region promoted a patchwork of confrontation and cooperation over middle eastern questions for britain this study reveals that it

was the iraqi revolution rather than suez which led to a redefinition of strategy in the region and a concentration on the defence of her oil

interests in the gulf from radical abolitionist john brown to presidential candidate bob dole to visionary environmentalist wes jackson kansas

history is bursting with fascinating stories of individuals who made a difference to the nation and whose lives reveal much about our collective

past prominent kansas historian virgil dean has gathered a distinguished team of writers thomas isern craig miner and others who have crafted

incisive portraits of 27 notable men and women covering 150 years of kansas and american history here are agitators who moved their fellow

citizens to action over political social and economic problems not only john brown but also proslavery agitator william h russell mary elizabeth

lease lecturer for the farmers alliance and populist party gerald b winrod a k a the jayhawk hitler and esther brown who challenged

segregation in public schools this book traces the evolution of the speechwriting process for presidents in the white house from the

administration of franklin roosevelt to the present while institutionalization of the speechwriting process has often been blamed for bland
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presidential rhetoric this book draws out the many varied consequences of institutionalization on the speechwriting process ultimately it

concludes that the institutionalization of the process has actually served the presidency well by helping presidents avoid the adverse effects of

poorly chosen words this book offers an overview of the developing body of empirical research on the eisenhower presidency it provides an

analysis of key features of eisenhower s staffing structure his institutional presidency his decision making and relation between the white

house and cabinet this book examines the study of american political history in atomic environments neil s oatsvall examines how top

policymakers in the truman and eisenhower administrations used environmental science in their work developing nuclear strategy at the

beginning of the cold war while many people were involved in research and analysis during the period in question it was at highest levels of

executive decision making where environmental science and nuclear science most clearly combined to shape the nation s policies because

making and testing weapons dealing with fallout and nuclear waste and finding uses for radioactive byproducts required advanced

understanding of how nuclear systems interacted with the world policymakers utilized existing networks of environmental scientists particularly

meteorologists geologists and ecologists to understand and control the united states use of nuclear technology instead of profiling individuals

oatsvall focuses on executive institutions especially the leadership of the atomic energy commission aec and high level officials in the truman

and eisenhower white houses including the presidents themselves by scrutinizing institutional policymaking practices and agendas at the birth

of the nuclear age a constant set of values becomes clear atomic environments reveals an emerging technocratic class that consistently

valued knowledge about the environment to help create and maintain a nuclear arsenal despite its existential threat to life on earth and the

negative effects many nuclear technologies directly had on ecosystems and the american people alike atomic environments is divided into five

chapters each of which probes a different facet of the entanglement between environment nuclear technologies and policymaking the first

three chapters form a rough narrative arc about nuclear weapons chapter one situates bombs in their natural habitat by considering why

nuclear tests occurred where they did and what testers thought they revealed about the natural environment and how they influenced it

focusing on nuclear fallout chapter two argues that nuclear tests actually functioned as a massive uncontrolled experiment in world

environments and human bodies that intermingled medicine nuclear science and environmental science chapter three shows how the

environmental knowledge gained in the first two chapters led to nuclear test ban treaty talks during the eisenhower era when the advancement
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of environmental knowledge and the natural world itself became crucial grounds of contention in the creation of nuclear test detection and

evasion systems the last two chapters step away from weapons to question how other nuclear technologies and facets of the u s nuclear

program interacted with the natural world chapter four examines agriculture s place in the u s nuclear program from breakthrough advances in

agricultural science including the use of radioisotopes and the direct application of radiation to food to atomic agriculture s public relations

value as a peaceful proxy which shifted the moral calculus and further leveraged the u s government s atomic power chapter five shows how

knowledge of the natural world and the functioning of its systems proved important to uncovering the most effective ways to dispose of nuclear

waste running throughout oatsvall consistently demonstrates how the natural world and the scientific disciplines that study it became integral

parts of nuclear science rather than adversarial fields of knowledge but while nuclear technologies heavily depended on environmental science

to develop those same technologies frequently caused great harm to the natural world moreover while some individuals expressed real

anxieties about the damage wrought by nuclear technologies policymakers as a class consistently made choices that privileged nuclear

boosterism and secrecy prioritizing institutional values over the lives and living systems that agencies like the aec were ostensibly charged to

protect in the end oatsvall argues that although policymakers took their charge to protect and advance the welfare of the united states and its

people seriously they often failed to do so because their allegiance to the u s nuclear hierarchy blinded them to the real risks and dangers of

the nuclear age shows you how to handle almost every accident situation and guides you through the insurance claim process step by step

updated and revised first edition 1977 history of the women of the west telling of their contributions and describing how they broke convention

by ranching trail driving and rodeoing extensive bibliography annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or in curating the american

past pete daniel takes readers behind the staff only door at the smithsonian s national museum of american history to reveal how curators

collect objects plan exhibits navigate public sector politics and bring alive the events characters and concepts that define our shared history

houses for all is the story of the struggle for social housingin vancouver between 1919 and 1950 it argues that however temporaryor limited

their achievements local activists pplayed a significantrole in the introduction implementation or continuation of many earlynational housing

programs ottawa s housing initiatives were notalways unilateral actions in the development of the welfare state thedrive for social housing in

vancouver complemented the tradition ofhousing activism that already existed in the united kingdom and to alesser degree in the united states
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william spooner d 1684 emigrated from england to plymouth massachusetts during or before 1637 descendants lived in new england new york

ohio michigan and elsewhere this important reference volume covers developments in almost every aspect of british library and information

work during the ten year period 1991 2000 the book provides a comprehensive record of what took place in library and information

management during a decade of considerable change and challenges complete with headnotes summaries of decisions statements of cases

points and authorities of counsel annotations tables and parallel references for thousands of years pacific northwest indians fished bartered

socialized and honored their ancestors at celilo falls part of a nine mile stretch of the long narrows on the columbia river although the indian

community of celilo village survives to this day as oregon s oldest continuously inhabited town with the construction of the dalles dam in 1957

traditional uses of the river were catastrophically interrupted most non indians celebrated the new generation of hydroelectricity and the easy

navigability of the river highway created by the dam but indians lost a sustaining center to their lives when celilo falls was inundated death of

celilo falls is a story of ordinary lives in extraordinary circumstances as neighboring communities went through tremendous economic

environmental and cultural change in a brief period katrine barber examines the negotiations and controversies that took place during the

planning and construction of the dam and the profound impact the project had on both the indian community of celilo village and the non

indian town of the dalles intertwined with local concerns that affected the entire american west treaty rights federal indian policy environmental

transformation of rivers and the idea of progress it s david versus goliath when computer giant bmi sues startup minicom for damages when a

shipment of components that bmi sent to minicom is lost bmi claims that minicom bore the risk of loss it is suing to recover for breach of

contract minicom claims it directed bmi to obtain insurance on the shipment and that bmi s failure to do so breached the contract causing the

loss of past and future profits one of nita s most popular cases this well balanced file has been updated with electronic evidence bmi provides

ample material for basic and advanced advocacy training with two witnesses for both plaintiff and defendant in the deposition version the trial

version includes one optional economics expert for each side bmi is available as a trial file or as deposition files with plaintiff defendant and

faculty versions each sold separately new to the revised 11th edition updated exhibits to correct dates and eliminate confusion professors and

students will benefit from a case file that can be used both for deposition practice and for mock trials a time tested case file that has been

updated to include electronic exhibits egypt came to govern gaza as a result of a war a failed effort to maintain arab palestine throughout the
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twenty years of its administration 1948 1967 egyptian policing of gaza concerned itself not only with crime and politics but also with control of

social and moral order through surveillance interrogation and a network of local informants the police extended their reach across the public

domain and into private life seeing palestinians as both security threats and vulnerable subjects who needed protection security practices

produced suspicion and safety simultaneously police encounters explores the paradox of egyptian rule drawing on a rich and detailed archive

of daily police records the book describes an extensive security apparatus guided by intersecting concerns about national interest social

propriety and everyday illegality in pursuit of security egyptian policing established a relatively safe society but also one that blocked

independent political activity the repressive aspects of the security society that developed in gaza under egyptian rule are beyond dispute but

repression does not tell the entire story about its impact on gaza policing also provided opportunities for people to make claims of government

influence their neighbors and protect their families american feminism has always been about more than the struggle for individual rights and

equal treatment under the law in this book the author retrieves an alternative tradition of women s reform that sought answers to questions

increasingly pressing today how to balance work and family and how to address growing economic inequalities this book trace s the history of

american social justice feminism from the 1930s into the present and to link that continuous tradition with the leadership of labor women back

cover using previously unreleased documents the author reveals new evidence that fdr knew the attack on pearl harbor was coming and did

nothing to prevent it this study guide companion to mosby s dental hygiene concepts cases and competencies 2nd edition draws the student

in using a friendly question and answer format that explains how s what s where s and why s of the content the answers to these questions

tie into features from the main text including the insight statement learning outcomes case studies and case applications review questions and

answers as well as critical thinking activity worksheets encourage students to practice their knowledge and skills after reading the text chapter

and to prepare for exams follows a format consistent with the main text and allows students to become familiar with the pattern and focus on

learning the content a conversational question and answer format makes material less intimidating and immediately demonstrates the benefits

of working on the exercises frequent references to main text content such as insight statement learning outcomes and case study help student

retain the information better through repetition critical thinking activities help students practice application of concepts to everyday life and

reach a better understanding of the dental hygienist s role topics to debate feature challenges students to consider the ethics and proper
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application of dental hygienist skills to real life situations they are likely to encounter patient education links encourage students to access the

internet or evolve site for additional sources or agencies for more information on topics related to the text encourages self assessment with

process performance forms that allow students to grade themselves on whether or not they have developed the skills necessary to meet the

learning outcomes in the chapter review questions answers and rationales at the end of the study guide help students review material and

prepare for boards sample forms and patient education handouts provide sample dialogues and questions to ask patients when interacting in

the dental office and help students contribute to successful dental hygienist practices at the outset of world war ii california agriculture seemed

to be on the cusp of change many californians reacting to the ravages of the great depression called for a radical reorientation of the highly

exploitative labor relations that had allowed the state to become such a productive farming frontier but with the importation of the first braceros

guest workers from mexico hired on an emergency basis after the united states entered the war an even more intense struggle ensued over

how agriculture would be conducted in the state esteemed geographer don mitchell argues that by delineating the need for cheap flexible farm

labor as a problem and solving it via the importation of relatively disempowered migrant workers an alliance of growers and government actors

committed the united states to an agricultural system that is in important respects still with us they saved the crops is a theoretically rich and

stylistically innovative account of grower rapaciousness worker militancy rampant corruption and bureaucratic bias mitchell shows that growers

workers and officials confronted a series of problems that shaped and were shaped by the landscape itself for growers the problem was

finding the right kind of labor at the right price at the right time workers struggled for survival and attempted to win power in the face of

economic exploitation and unremitting violence bureaucrats tried to harness political power to meet the demands of as one put it the people

whom we serve drawing on a deep well of empirical materials from archives up and down the state mitchell s account promises to be the

definitive book about california agriculture in the turbulent decades of the mid twentieth century
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The Acquisition of Word Order 2009

within a new model of language acquisition this book discusses verb second v2 word order in situations where there is variation in the input

while traditional generative accounts consider v2 to be a parameter this study shows that in many languages this word order is dependent on

fine distinctions in syntax and information structure thus within a split cp model of clause structure a number of micro cues are formulated

taking into account the specific context for v2 vs non v2 clause type subcategory of the elements involved etc the micro cues are produced in

children s i language grammars on exposure to the relevant input focusing on a dialect of norwegian the book shows that children generally

produce target consistent v2 and non v2 from early on indicating that they are sensitive to the micro cues this includes contexts where word

order is dependent on information structure the children s occasional non target consistent behavior is accounted for by economy principles

Un-American Activities 1994-06-09

in 1948 william w remington was one of the bright young men in the truman administration he was tall and handsome a product of dartmouth

and columbia from 1940 on he had risen through government ranks serving on wartime boards the president s council of economic advisors

and eventually as a major official in the department of commerce with a promising future ahead by 1954 however remington was dead

assassinated in his cell by a team of inmates in a high security federal prison in un american activities historian gary may tells the fascinating

story of william remington a story of intrigue injustice government corruption and anti communist hysteria may labored for eight years in

reconstructing remington s case searching through fbi files government documents and waging an epic battle against then u s attorney rudy

guiliani to become the first historian to obtain access to grand jury records the result is a brilliant account of one man s tragic odyssey and a

government run amok remington s future collapsed in 1948 when he was charged with being a communist and a soviet spy the accuser was

elizabeth bentley an admitted ex communist herself and a former courier for soviet spymasters remington s life fell into a whirlpool as he

fought government improprieties illegalities and the assumption he was guilty cleared by government loyalty boards he was indicted by a
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grand jury whose foreman was secretly helping elizabeth bentley prepare her memoirs remington suffered through two trials for perjury and

the chief witness against him was his own embittered ex wife he was convicted and sentenced to the federal penitentiary at lewisburg

pennsylvania where his reputation as a communist preceded him but may s account also offers fascinating insight into the depth of soviet

penetration into wartime america as he follows remington s life from the radical circles at dartmouth and the tennessee valley authority in the

1930s through his washington career he finds that remington may well have been guilty of the charges against him gary may is one of the

leading historians writing about postwar america his first book china scapegoat won the allan nevins prize and was hailed as as well as a

novel as powerful as a good film by the the los angeles times here he brings his analytical and narrative skills to bear on one of the forgotten

stories of the mccarthy era uncovering a gripping tale of espionage corruption and personal tragedy

Eisenhower, Macmillan and the Problem of Nasser 1996-11-08

the years 1955 59 were a vital transitional period for the anglo american relationship in the middle east british and american leaders sought to

protect cold war and oil interests in the region against the background of a renaissance of arab nationalism personified by the egyptian leader

nasser with the aid of extensive declassified official documentation this study traces the british and american responses to the turco iraqi pact

of 1955 the suez crisis the syrian crisis of 1957 the outbreak of civil strife in lebanon and the iraqi revolution of 1958 it shows how the differing

priorities of the two powers in the region promoted a patchwork of confrontation and cooperation over middle eastern questions for britain this

study reveals that it was the iraqi revolution rather than suez which led to a redefinition of strategy in the region and a concentration on the

defence of her oil interests in the gulf

Military Law Review 1979

from radical abolitionist john brown to presidential candidate bob dole to visionary environmentalist wes jackson kansas history is bursting with

fascinating stories of individuals who made a difference to the nation and whose lives reveal much about our collective past prominent kansas
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historian virgil dean has gathered a distinguished team of writers thomas isern craig miner and others who have crafted incisive portraits of 27

notable men and women covering 150 years of kansas and american history here are agitators who moved their fellow citizens to action over

political social and economic problems not only john brown but also proslavery agitator william h russell mary elizabeth lease lecturer for the

farmers alliance and populist party gerald b winrod a k a the jayhawk hitler and esther brown who challenged segregation in public schools

John Brown to Bob Dole 2006

this book traces the evolution of the speechwriting process for presidents in the white house from the administration of franklin roosevelt to the

present while institutionalization of the speechwriting process has often been blamed for bland presidential rhetoric this book draws out the

many varied consequences of institutionalization on the speechwriting process ultimately it concludes that the institutionalization of the process

has actually served the presidency well by helping presidents avoid the adverse effects of poorly chosen words

Speechwriting in the Institutionalized Presidency 2018-04-18

this book offers an overview of the developing body of empirical research on the eisenhower presidency it provides an analysis of key features

of eisenhower s staffing structure his institutional presidency his decision making and relation between the white house and cabinet

Managing The Presidency 2019-03-06

this book examines the study of american political history
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Governing America 2012-03-04

in atomic environments neil s oatsvall examines how top policymakers in the truman and eisenhower administrations used environmental

science in their work developing nuclear strategy at the beginning of the cold war while many people were involved in research and analysis

during the period in question it was at highest levels of executive decision making where environmental science and nuclear science most

clearly combined to shape the nation s policies because making and testing weapons dealing with fallout and nuclear waste and finding uses

for radioactive byproducts required advanced understanding of how nuclear systems interacted with the world policymakers utilized existing

networks of environmental scientists particularly meteorologists geologists and ecologists to understand and control the united states use of

nuclear technology instead of profiling individuals oatsvall focuses on executive institutions especially the leadership of the atomic energy

commission aec and high level officials in the truman and eisenhower white houses including the presidents themselves by scrutinizing

institutional policymaking practices and agendas at the birth of the nuclear age a constant set of values becomes clear atomic environments

reveals an emerging technocratic class that consistently valued knowledge about the environment to help create and maintain a nuclear

arsenal despite its existential threat to life on earth and the negative effects many nuclear technologies directly had on ecosystems and the

american people alike atomic environments is divided into five chapters each of which probes a different facet of the entanglement between

environment nuclear technologies and policymaking the first three chapters form a rough narrative arc about nuclear weapons chapter one

situates bombs in their natural habitat by considering why nuclear tests occurred where they did and what testers thought they revealed about

the natural environment and how they influenced it focusing on nuclear fallout chapter two argues that nuclear tests actually functioned as a

massive uncontrolled experiment in world environments and human bodies that intermingled medicine nuclear science and environmental

science chapter three shows how the environmental knowledge gained in the first two chapters led to nuclear test ban treaty talks during the

eisenhower era when the advancement of environmental knowledge and the natural world itself became crucial grounds of contention in the

creation of nuclear test detection and evasion systems the last two chapters step away from weapons to question how other nuclear

technologies and facets of the u s nuclear program interacted with the natural world chapter four examines agriculture s place in the u s
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nuclear program from breakthrough advances in agricultural science including the use of radioisotopes and the direct application of radiation to

food to atomic agriculture s public relations value as a peaceful proxy which shifted the moral calculus and further leveraged the u s

government s atomic power chapter five shows how knowledge of the natural world and the functioning of its systems proved important to

uncovering the most effective ways to dispose of nuclear waste running throughout oatsvall consistently demonstrates how the natural world

and the scientific disciplines that study it became integral parts of nuclear science rather than adversarial fields of knowledge but while nuclear

technologies heavily depended on environmental science to develop those same technologies frequently caused great harm to the natural

world moreover while some individuals expressed real anxieties about the damage wrought by nuclear technologies policymakers as a class

consistently made choices that privileged nuclear boosterism and secrecy prioritizing institutional values over the lives and living systems that

agencies like the aec were ostensibly charged to protect in the end oatsvall argues that although policymakers took their charge to protect and

advance the welfare of the united states and its people seriously they often failed to do so because their allegiance to the u s nuclear

hierarchy blinded them to the real risks and dangers of the nuclear age

Powder Diffraction File: Sets 6-33. [Section II] Inorganic. [v.1] Sets 1-5 1960

shows you how to handle almost every accident situation and guides you through the insurance claim process step by step

Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the Supreme Court of Louisiana 1886

updated and revised first edition 1977 history of the women of the west telling of their contributions and describing how they broke convention

by ranching trail driving and rodeoing extensive bibliography annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
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Geological Survey Circular 1977

in curating the american past pete daniel takes readers behind the staff only door at the smithsonian s national museum of american history to

reveal how curators collect objects plan exhibits navigate public sector politics and bring alive the events characters and concepts that define

our shared history

Internal Revenue Bulletin 1999

houses for all is the story of the struggle for social housingin vancouver between 1919 and 1950 it argues that however temporaryor limited

their achievements local activists pplayed a significantrole in the introduction implementation or continuation of many earlynational housing

programs ottawa s housing initiatives were notalways unilateral actions in the development of the welfare state thedrive for social housing in

vancouver complemented the tradition ofhousing activism that already existed in the united kingdom and to alesser degree in the united states

A New and Complete Law-dictionary 1765

william spooner d 1684 emigrated from england to plymouth massachusetts during or before 1637 descendants lived in new england new york

ohio michigan and elsewhere

Louisiana Reports 1886

this important reference volume covers developments in almost every aspect of british library and information work during the ten year period

1991 2000 the book provides a comprehensive record of what took place in library and information management during a decade of

considerable change and challenges
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Atomic Environments 2023-02-21

complete with headnotes summaries of decisions statements of cases points and authorities of counsel annotations tables and parallel

references

How to Win Your Personal Injury Claim 1999

for thousands of years pacific northwest indians fished bartered socialized and honored their ancestors at celilo falls part of a nine mile stretch

of the long narrows on the columbia river although the indian community of celilo village survives to this day as oregon s oldest continuously

inhabited town with the construction of the dalles dam in 1957 traditional uses of the river were catastrophically interrupted most non indians

celebrated the new generation of hydroelectricity and the easy navigability of the river highway created by the dam but indians lost a

sustaining center to their lives when celilo falls was inundated death of celilo falls is a story of ordinary lives in extraordinary circumstances as

neighboring communities went through tremendous economic environmental and cultural change in a brief period katrine barber examines the

negotiations and controversies that took place during the planning and construction of the dam and the profound impact the project had on

both the indian community of celilo village and the non indian town of the dalles intertwined with local concerns that affected the entire

american west treaty rights federal indian policy environmental transformation of rivers and the idea of progress

The Cowgirls 1990

it s david versus goliath when computer giant bmi sues startup minicom for damages when a shipment of components that bmi sent to

minicom is lost bmi claims that minicom bore the risk of loss it is suing to recover for breach of contract minicom claims it directed bmi to

obtain insurance on the shipment and that bmi s failure to do so breached the contract causing the loss of past and future profits one of nita s

most popular cases this well balanced file has been updated with electronic evidence bmi provides ample material for basic and advanced
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advocacy training with two witnesses for both plaintiff and defendant in the deposition version the trial version includes one optional economics

expert for each side bmi is available as a trial file or as deposition files with plaintiff defendant and faculty versions each sold separately new

to the revised 11th edition updated exhibits to correct dates and eliminate confusion professors and students will benefit from a case file that

can be used both for deposition practice and for mock trials a time tested case file that has been updated to include electronic exhibits

Curating the American Past 2022-02-04

egypt came to govern gaza as a result of a war a failed effort to maintain arab palestine throughout the twenty years of its administration 1948

1967 egyptian policing of gaza concerned itself not only with crime and politics but also with control of social and moral order through

surveillance interrogation and a network of local informants the police extended their reach across the public domain and into private life

seeing palestinians as both security threats and vulnerable subjects who needed protection security practices produced suspicion and safety

simultaneously police encounters explores the paradox of egyptian rule drawing on a rich and detailed archive of daily police records the book

describes an extensive security apparatus guided by intersecting concerns about national interest social propriety and everyday illegality in

pursuit of security egyptian policing established a relatively safe society but also one that blocked independent political activity the repressive

aspects of the security society that developed in gaza under egyptian rule are beyond dispute but repression does not tell the entire story

about its impact on gaza policing also provided opportunities for people to make claims of government influence their neighbors and protect

their families

Bankruptcy Act Revision 1976

american feminism has always been about more than the struggle for individual rights and equal treatment under the law in this book the

author retrieves an alternative tradition of women s reform that sought answers to questions increasingly pressing today how to balance work

and family and how to address growing economic inequalities this book trace s the history of american social justice feminism from the 1930s
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into the present and to link that continuous tradition with the leadership of labor women back cover

Antiriot Bill, 1967 1967

using previously unreleased documents the author reveals new evidence that fdr knew the attack on pearl harbor was coming and did nothing

to prevent it

CAEN Newsletter 1992

this study guide companion to mosby s dental hygiene concepts cases and competencies 2nd edition draws the student in using a friendly

question and answer format that explains how s what s where s and why s of the content the answers to these questions tie into features from

the main text including the insight statement learning outcomes case studies and case applications review questions and answers as well as

critical thinking activity worksheets encourage students to practice their knowledge and skills after reading the text chapter and to prepare for

exams follows a format consistent with the main text and allows students to become familiar with the pattern and focus on learning the content

a conversational question and answer format makes material less intimidating and immediately demonstrates the benefits of working on the

exercises frequent references to main text content such as insight statement learning outcomes and case study help student retain the

information better through repetition critical thinking activities help students practice application of concepts to everyday life and reach a better

understanding of the dental hygienist s role topics to debate feature challenges students to consider the ethics and proper application of dental

hygienist skills to real life situations they are likely to encounter patient education links encourage students to access the internet or evolve site

for additional sources or agencies for more information on topics related to the text encourages self assessment with process performance

forms that allow students to grade themselves on whether or not they have developed the skills necessary to meet the learning outcomes in

the chapter review questions answers and rationales at the end of the study guide help students review material and prepare for boards

sample forms and patient education handouts provide sample dialogues and questions to ask patients when interacting in the dental office and
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help students contribute to successful dental hygienist practices

Abstracts of Wills on File in the Surrogate's Office 1901

at the outset of world war ii california agriculture seemed to be on the cusp of change many californians reacting to the ravages of the great

depression called for a radical reorientation of the highly exploitative labor relations that had allowed the state to become such a productive

farming frontier but with the importation of the first braceros guest workers from mexico hired on an emergency basis after the united states

entered the war an even more intense struggle ensued over how agriculture would be conducted in the state esteemed geographer don

mitchell argues that by delineating the need for cheap flexible farm labor as a problem and solving it via the importation of relatively

disempowered migrant workers an alliance of growers and government actors committed the united states to an agricultural system that is in

important respects still with us they saved the crops is a theoretically rich and stylistically innovative account of grower rapaciousness worker

militancy rampant corruption and bureaucratic bias mitchell shows that growers workers and officials confronted a series of problems that

shaped and were shaped by the landscape itself for growers the problem was finding the right kind of labor at the right price at the right time

workers struggled for survival and attempted to win power in the face of economic exploitation and unremitting violence bureaucrats tried to

harness political power to meet the demands of as one put it the people whom we serve drawing on a deep well of empirical materials from

archives up and down the state mitchell s account promises to be the definitive book about california agriculture in the turbulent decades of

the mid twentieth century

Houses for All 1994-01-01
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Records of William Spooner 1883

British Librarianship and Information Work 1991-2000 2006-01-01

Rose's Notes on the United States Supreme Court Reports (2 Dallas to 241 United States

Reports) 1919

United States Supreme Court Reports 1920

Death of Celilo Falls 2011-07-01

BMI v. Minicom, Case File, Trial Materials 2022-08-10

Police Encounters 2015-05-13
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Special Libraries Directory of Greater New York 1959

Development and Documentation of Spatial Data Bases for the Lake Tahoe Basin, California

and Nevada 1994

The Other Women's Movement 2005-08-21

Rose's Notes on the United States Supreme Court Reports 1917

Day Of Deceit 2001-05-08

Clinical Companion Study Guide for Mosby's Dental Hygiene 2007

Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the Supreme Court of the State of Kansas.

Published Under Authority of Law by Direction of the Supreme Court of Kansas 1999
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They Saved the Crops 2012

Earthquakes in the United States, October-December 1976 1949

Open-file Report 1970
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